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Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusions

7.1 Introduction

The research presented in this thesis is primarily methodological and addresses novel meth-

ods for analysis that use daily organ failure data in the prediction of mortality outcomes in

the Intensive Care Unit (ICU). We have focused on the integration of information resid-

ing in the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score [1] into logistic regression

models. Logistic regression is the de facto standard paradigm for mortality prediction in

critical care medicine. SOFA scores are assessed on a daily basis in the ICU, quantifying

the organ dysfunction for each patient at each day of unit stay. Its daily collection leads

to sequences of scores quantifying the loss and recovery of organ function over time.

In contrast to severity-of-illness scores like SAPS [2] and APACHE [3], SOFA was not

developed for prediction purposes. We nevertheless hypothesized that SOFA scores have

prognostic value and can be used to improve day-to-day prediction of patients’ mortality

outcomes. A principal challenge in this endeavor is to represent the sequences of daily

SOFA scores into a form that can be used within the framework of logistic regression and

that incorporates the temporal information residing in the original data. The outcome of

our research is potentially helpful for physicians and quality managers in critical care to

better exploit the information available in daily organ failure data.
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The thesis addresses both methods for developing models and methods for properly

assessing their predictive performance. In addition, we addressed the evaluation and

comparison of the model development methods themselves (instead of comparing and

evaluating individual models). Finally, we compared the subjective predictions of mortality

made by ICU physicians with those provided by our models.

In Chapter 1, we formulated three research questions that address the above chal-

lenges. In this chapter we synthesize and discuss the results from the previous chapters to

provide answers to these research questions. Subsequently we discuss the strengths and

weaknesses of our research, also in relation to other studies, and discuss the meaning of

our findings. Finally, we conclude with some recommendations for further research.

7.2 Summary of principal findings

Research Question 1

How can sequential organ function data be integrated, in a symbolic format, into models

for predicting mortality of ICU patients?

In Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 6 we investigated the predictive potential of SOFA scores,

by devising a symbolic pattern representation for describing organ function sequences,

and integrating these patterns into logistic regression models. As the number of possible

score sequences grows exponentially in the number of ICU days, methods were needed to

prune the search space of organ failure patterns. To this end, we used heuristic search

strategies composed of two steps: (1) An Apriori-like algorithm [4]to eliminate infrequent

patterns before including them into logistic regression models, and (2) A combined strat-

egy of stepwise, backward variable elimination and heuristic modeling based on domain

knowledge to remove patterns with poor predictive value from the model. Furthermore,

patterns were removed to reduce collinearity between model coefficients.

The choice for logistic regression analysis was motivated by the fact that it represents

a validated, accepted, and frequently-used framework for prediction of survival in critical
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care medicine. In the logistic regression models all patterns are represented by binary

dummy variables indicating their presence or absence during the days preceding the day

of prediction.

We explored two types of pattern representation. The first type of pattern represen-

tation is a form of horizontal temporal abstraction [5] and was used in Chapters 2, 3, 5

and 6. It merges high-level organ function statuses from subsequent days into one entity

(i.e., a pattern). A restriction applied to the patterns of the first type was that they have

to include measurements on the day of prediction. In this thesis we refer to such patterns

as aligned patterns. This was motivated by the consideration that using the most recent

information probably has more predictive value than older information. The temporal pat-

terns were based on sequences of the SOFA score (Chapter 2) or its six individual organ

scores (Chapters 3, 5 and 6). An example is SOFA{H,H,M} at day 3, representing the

qualitatively transformed sequence of SOFA scores from the first three days of a patients

stay and characterized by High (H) level of dysfunction in the first 2 days and Medium

(M) on day 3. An example temporal pattern from the individual scores and occurring in

day 4, shown in Chapter 3, is CNS < c2, c2 > indicating a succession of category 2

(c2) function levels in the central nervous system at days 3 and 4. In both cases, the

categorization was based on data-driven thresholds, determined prior to the analysis.

The second type of pattern representation is a vertical, contemporaneous, abstraction

and was used in Chapter 4. This representation merges the concurrent function level

of different organ systems at same day of ICU stay into one pattern. Examples are

< Resp+ >, which denotes failure of the respiratory system and at least one other organ,

and< RespNeuro∗ >, which denotes failure of the respiratory and neurological systems

and possibly (zero or more) other organ systems. We have restricted ourselves to using

patterns that represent organ failure at the day of prediction.
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Research Question 2

How can one systematically evaluate methods for prediction, correcting for sources of

variation in the model construction process?

The performance of prognostic models is typically assessed by applying them to data that

were not used in the model construction process, and subsequently comparing predicted

and observed outcomes. The selection of testing and training sets have a direct influence

on performance thus measured. When instead we want to assess the general performance

of an inductive method to construct prognostic models, the selection process can produce

pairs of training-testing sets that result in under- or over-rating of that method [6].

In Chapters 2, 3, 4 and 6 we evaluated the specific models involved in the analysis

but did not address the performance of their underlying inductive methods. Similarly to

our work in these chapters, many studies focus their evaluation on instances of prognostic

models but do not address the performance of the underlying methods [7, 8, 9]. While the

evaluation of models is important for indicating how well the model in question performs on

new data, evaluating inductive methods is equally important as it indicates how consistent

a method produces accurate models. Chapter 5 of this thesis was dedicated to the

evaluation of inductive methods.

In this chapter, we proposed a setup for evaluating inductive methods’ accuracy. For

addressing the variation introduced by the random selection of the training and testing

sets we opted for resampling, in particular we used a variation of bootstrapping. The

purpose of resampling is to allow the execution of the learning algorithm multiple times

in order to measure the variation in accuracy of the resulting models. We illustrated the

application of this approach on a case study involving two predictive methods, one of

which is based on the type of temporal patterns described in Chapter 3. The setup for

evaluation applies the method (e.g. the temporal method), subject to evaluation, on each

bootstrap sample resulting in daily models. The method’ s evaluation measures (AUC and

Brier score), are obtained by weighted averages of the method’s performance estimates
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from the bootstrap samples and the out-of-bag observations (i.e. not selected in the

samples). The case study demonstrated superiority of the pattern-based method over a

method using only information from the day of ICU admission, up to and including day 7

of ICU stay.

The evaluation setup described in Chapter 5 delivers extra benefits as it provides

insight in each organ systems importance for prediction and identifies the dominant

patterns selected in prognostic models. For example, we noticed that the central nervous

system is an important organ function for predicting mortality, as it was most frequently

selected in the first week of ICU stay. The circulatory and renal systems become relatively

more important later during this week.

Research Question 3

What is the increase in predictive performance when patterns of sequential organ failure

assessment score are incorporated into prognostic models, and how do these models

compare to the predictive abilities of ICU physicians?

The evaluations in Chapters 2-5 show that our approaches for integrating SOFA data into

mortality prediction models consistently lead to better predictions when compared to a

modeling approach that uses only information recorded at the day of ICU admission. The

improvement in calibration for the pattern-based model as quantified by the Brier score

ranged from 3% to 9% (0.128 at day 2 and 0.166 at day 5), when using only the SOFA

scores and 6% to 12% (0.187 at day 4 and 0.175 at day 5), when using the individual organ

system function scores. The discriminative ability of the models, as expressed by the AUC,

was also improved over the static models, the gain when using patterns of organ function

ranged between 4% and 15% (0.794 at day 2 and 0.738 at day 6 respectively), relative to

the SAPS-II models. This is in line with our expectations that including extra information

about the daily course of organ function should result in better prognostic assessments.
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We therefore conclude that these results represent a proof-of-concept for the proposed

modality of using the daily organ scores in prediction. The patterns also had higher

prognostic value than common, numerical summaries such as the mean SOFA, maximum

SOFA (i.e., the highest SOFA score that was obtained during a patients ICU stay until

the day of prediction) [10] and the ∆SOFA (i.e., the difference between maximum SOFA

and the SOFA score at the day of ICU admission) [7, 11]. Finally, the results showed that

severity-of-illness scores from the day of admission gradually lose their predictive value

during a patient’s ICU stay.

When comparing model-based mortality predictions to subjective predictions from ICU

physicians (Chapter 6) we found that, on average, physicians are superior in discriminating

survivors from non-survivors with AUC values around 0.79 compared to 0.71–0.74 for the

models using patterns but no predictions from the physicians. The calibration of physicians

predictions, with Brier scores from 0.150 (day 2) to 0.180 (day 5–7), was close, but in

general worse per day, to that of the models using SOFA patterns. ranging 0.160–0.180.

In addition, we found that their discriminative abilities can be considerably improved,

and beyond that of physicians, by including subjective prediction from ICU physicians as

a covariate in the model. The models mixing the objective and subjective prognostic

information gave Brier scores ranging between 0.130 and 0.160 and AUC values ranging

from 0.80 to 0.83. These findings indicate that the predictive information that is provided

by the temporal models is, to some extent, complementary to the prognostic opinion

of ICU physicians. While the models are more consistent in their probability estimates,

physicians have access to more information, which probably helps them to form a more

complete image of the clinical case in question. Including the subjective predictions of

physicians in logistic regression models tempers the physicians’ overconfident probability

estimates.
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7.3 Strengths and limitations, future research

Strengths

The strength of this work mainly resides in the novelty of the devised methods, specifically

in the context of Intensive Care medicine. We presented new modalities for using temporal

organ function data, collected during ICU stay, to predict the hospital discharge mortality.

Much research using SOFA in prediction relies on variables constructed from summary

statistics or other pre-specified SOFA abstractions that do not take into account the day

by day evolution of patient health (see Chapter 2). Using predefined patterns in ICU can

be problematic as it is not completely clear, even for physicians, what an interesting or

predictive SOFA patterns should be like [12]. Instead, our representation of the data as

patterns of daily organ function scores largely preserves the temporal information residing

in the original dataset. The new pattern based models were subjected to an extensive

validation method that also allowed looking into the predictive value of patterns. Fur-

thermore, by including traditional severity-of-illness scores (such as SAPS II) in the model

we illustrated how the devised knowledge (e.g. patterns, methods) improves on those

traditional methods.

The project that is described in this thesis is rooted in a long-standing collaboration

between the Department of Medical Informatics of the Academic Medical Center in Am-

sterdam, and the ICU departments from that same hospital and from the OLVG teaching

hospital in Amsterdam. This has had several benefits for our work. First, the questions

that were addressed in this work were motivated by problems put forward by ICU clin-

icians. Second, the same clinicians assisted in the interpretation of the results of data

analyses. And third, we were able to evaluate our models in a prospective study con-

ducted at the ICU and compare their performance with the predictive abilities of ICU

physicians (Chapter 6). Especially such comparisons of prognostic model performance

with subjective predictions from medical personnel are rare.
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Many machine learning methods, such as neural networks and nonlinear support vector

machine, have been criticized for their lack of transparency. These have been often

referred to as black-box methods because the resulting models are not understandable in

terms of their parameters in the field of application [13, 14]. Regression models, however,

are appreciated in the biomedical field for the convenient way of expressing dose-response

relationships [15, 16, 17]. The parameters are potentially meaningful, logistic regression

model coefficients translating in odds ratios.

Limitations

A limitation of this work is the fact that in each of the chapters, the data were collected at

a single ICU. Theoretically it is possible that the results do not generalize to multi-centre

settings, for instance because organ failure patterns have different prognostic meanings

at different sites. This seems however unlikely as other SOFA-based prognostic methods

have already proven their worth in multi-center studies [8, 18].

The current work uses a two-step approach where the dataset is first searched through

for frequent patterns, and these frequent patterns are subsequently assessed by their

prognostic value. This approach has its limitations as the most predictive patterns do not

have to be frequent; in fact one may argue that interesting predictive patterns are not

likely to be very frequent. In our approach we have attempt to mitigate this problem by

selecting a very low threshold of 1% for finding frequent patterns. However, we cannot

exclude the possibility that rare but highly predictive patterns are missed. Furthermore,

our patterns are also limited in their expressiveness with respect to temporal relationships.

For example, they cannot express that a specific event happened a number of days after

another event. They also do not explicitly capture trends over time as they do not make

use of primitives such as “increase” or “decrease”. More powerful languages for temporal

modeling and reasoning have been described in the AI literature [19], and their application

to biomedical data analysis problems have been studied by others [20, 21].
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Our evaluation deals with prognostic performance per day but does not offer an overall

performance overview such as an aggregate summary measure that takes the correlation

between days into account. Such a measure would be useful especially when deciding on

which method is in general the better one to use for tackling a given prediction problem.

Future research

A first possible direction for future research is to assess the generalizability of our work, by

validating the models that were described in this thesis in centres that were not involved

in their construction, or by applying our methods on multicenter datasets. It would also

be useful to investigate practical aspects pertaining to the implementation of our models

in daily care. The study in Chapter 6 indicated that the temporal pattern information in

conjunction with physicians’ estimate for mortality results in predictive models showing

good performance. This can be one feasible modality of deploying prognostic models in

ICU.

With respect to temporal data representation we can identify several directions for

future developments. Our pattern discovery is using an iterative approach adapting the

A-priori pattern mining algorithm [4]. It might be interesting to use not only patterns

that are frequently occurring in the population but patterns that are frequent in a certain

category of patients or even patterns representing the antecedent of a high-confidence

association rule with the mortality outcome as the consequent. These might also serve

future work on subgroups discovery. In the future we could, extend the work introduced

in Chapter 4, by introducing multivariate patterns spanning over more than 1 day. These

could be accompanied by a representation describing for example trends such as “mild

worsening” or “rapid improvement” of the organs’ functioning possibly in conjunction

with an order relation between the different organ systems’ status such as “precedes”,

“overlaps”, “contemporaneous” etc. An example of more complex patterns is presented

in [22], where each pattern includes a multivariate set of attributes.
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One interesting investigation would be applying our method on more fine-grained data

such as the one used in [20] and assess how well it copes with it before and after fine tuning

it to data. In the case of such high frequency variables one could start with a qualitative

transformation of the data to achieve temporal data with more course granularity. For

example, such a transformation could make use of the maximum or most extreme values

over a certain time interval or even describe the dominant trends in the sequence of values

collected over several hours.

Future studies could also investigate how hybrid methods can be employed in prognosis.

For example in [23] a classification tree based on baseline information was used to

stratify patients into homogeneous subgroups, then on each of these subgroups a logistic

regression model was fit to predict mortality. In a similar manner, one could use other

techniques, for example clustering or “bump hunting”, to identify interesting facts from

data and use them in prediction.

7.4 Conclusions

Sequential organ failure data from ICU patients can beneficially be integrated into logistic

regression models for predicting hospital discharge mortality by identifying frequent pat-

terns of subsequent and co-occurring organ failure. These frequent patterns are identified

using an Apriori-based search, a popular data mining method. The patterns are integrated

into logistic regression models using indicator variables, after which a stepwise variable

elimination strategy is used to remove pattern indicators with poor predictive value. In

this thesis, this novel method was described and applied to data from two Dutch ICUs.

The resulting models had superior predictive performance to the popular SAPS II model

that use data from only the first 24h of ICU stay. The models also outperformed models

that use simple abstractions of the SOFA score such as mean SOFA, maximum SOFA,

difference between two SOFA scores and the daily number of organ failure. Qualitatively,

the pattern-based models have interesting descriptive qualities as they highlight important

progressions in organ failure over time and important co-occurrences of organ failure.
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To systematically evaluate the performance of the entire method, a resampling ap-

proach based on bootstrapping was proposed, which accounts to variations in the training

and test sets. This evaluation approach has additional benefits as it quantifies each organ

system’s importance for prediction and identifies the dominant patterns selected in the

model instances. In a prospective study it was shown that the pattern-based models were

superior to ICU physicians in terms of accurate probability estimation. But physicians

were better in distinguishing survivors from non-survivors, indicating that their subjective

estimates bear complementary information. We found that it was possible to combine the

estimates of both sources to produce estimates that had both good calibration and good

discrimination.
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